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About This Content
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Genre: Action
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Creative Assembly, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
SEGA, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (32 bit)

Processor: 3.16 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB (AMD Radeon HD 5550 or Nvidia GeForce GT 430)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 35 GB available space
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This is the most fun fps I've played in a long time! You need at least one other to have a good time, but the more people, the
more fun. If you are bored and looking to play a fun simple fps, get this and you'll have a great time. There are power weapons
around the map and they have a respawn ring to let you know when they are going to respawn. You also shoot the power
weapons to get them which is really cool. The sliding around is hilarous too! I can't recommend the game ecnough though for
the price.. Love the cool anime style music tracks.
Haven’t played much of the game yet.
How do I get more gems?
Just completed Side Mission 26. Would like to unlock new “Masters” in this game.
Wonder what they do in the game.
Any updates planned?
. Awesome. I really don't understand all the critisism on this add-on. I'm an experienced OMSI-driver and own many freeware
maps\/buses etc. and also (almost all the) DLC from Steam. This add-on is really an improvement comparising it with Gladbeck.
It's not lacking details, it just got may not immediately visible masterpieces.

For instance, the day\/night appearance is VERY good. Expecially when you drive with the Mallorca buses. It's almost real.
Furthermore, with the Ultimate AI-list, it;s incredible how many different vehicles and buses you'll see. I like the variety of
buses, but it's also fun to recognise the many brands of cars (I drive a Renault Clio and found out that in Bottrop there are many
Clio-drivers (in the game, that is :)).

And the buses that are developed by the developer, are just perfect in handling and looks.

Some roads are small, but they are just small in the real world. It's a challenge to drive this map. Timetables seem to fit
perfectly. And yes, there are glitches, but OMSI has had always some glitches, in almost every map.

In a word: i like Metropole Ruhr and will drive many hours on the roads of this region! Thanks to the developers :)). I'm a Chef
myself.

The game is nowhere near finished i assume, but it shows a lot of potential.

It's created with a lot of love for detail, and pretty accurate how running a rstaurant is.. I am going to recommend this game,
only bevcause tractors are fun to drive in real life, and this somewhat simulates it.

I didn't mean to lead wtih that, so it will be buried, and your attempt to dig it out. To begin, I'd like to say that ploughing a field
was pretty neat. I had another major event happen, but can't recall as it's been a while since I've played.

I could probably, and I say probably, meaning I'd have to have other entertainment playing on screen nearby, thrashing over the
stereo or a few beer. Maybe a combo.. Anyway..

Maybe I'll load it up in future. For now, all I can say is I did enjoy try to drive these beasts. Got it in a bundle too, I do believe,
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so it will be pennies on the hour.

This is for a select niche. Think you can do it, motherfarmer!? Good luck!. An interesting twist on the genre that Overcooked
defined. Addictive fast paced co-op fun, thoroughly enjoyable. Disappointingly few levels however.
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This game is a port from android version. There is a bug with daily gold claim, also the model was pay-to-win. At android
version you need to pay real money in option to advance more your character and to gain strongest weapons. In pc version you
gain to slow gold. There is no opton for paying real money to purchace gold. The only option u have is to play the dayly quests
and u gain every 5 quests about 50-60 gold. I do not recoment this game or any game for this reason. Pay-to-win model is not
fun for gamers.. alot of fun i used it for funny comics its use i used it for wasnt intended i think but i can see lots of fun and
possiblity in this depending on the situations it can be fun for a parent for there kids to use with there kids or simply jus tto
make a little comic to pass the tiem. I own yet VIrtual Sports, from Vive Studios, than is just excellent (best VR tennis avaliable
for any system by a big margin). I ever watched at Arcade Saga because of his many features, and especially progression and
powerups. Something didn't convince me 100% for the full price, but during Summer Sales with a big discount I can't say no.

Well, it surely worth 5$ but hardly I can suggest this one at 20$.

There are three (simple) games with ton of levels and a good polishing, but all of them are so so to play. It looks a sort of
medley between Holoball, Holopoint, Racket NX and Cyberpong. From the quantity side is a winner, but still get old fast.

Let's hope than the next Vive Studios game (even Virtual Sports has two disciplines) won't be a collection of something, but just
a single and full featured game good enough to be sold alone.. I love this game. It's a really well made NES inspired jump and
run. The story is based on the cult movie of the same name. But there are many characters from other classic movies that have
cameos. Especially fans of the old TV series Mystery Science Theater 3000 will enjoy this. But even if you don't recognize the
story and the references it is still a fun game. Normal diffculty is pretty casual and forgiving. The harder difficulties are really
challenging and will test you patience. There is also an alternate character available after you have finished the first playthrough.
You'll enjoy this if you are into retro-gaming!
. This Game is EPIC

Been a long time since I played a game just for fun!
Loved the Animation, Intense Music, And the Ultimate Achievements Loved those alot.
Must have game. Will try out Zup! 2 and 3.. Bought this on a whim during the Winter sales and it turned out
surprisingly fun.
Turn based naval warfare with WW2 tech.
Would recommend getting this when on sale.

The system is easy to learn and uses simple mechanics. You have to set the angle and power when sailing and firing.
There is no tech tree to speak of. Just some (3?) ships to unlock and parts.
Its not a simulation, so dont expect much realism.
Customization is limited to swapping out some guns on ships (eg - small cannon for an AA gun). No camo or paint
jobs.

Graphics wise, dont expect much as it is from a mobile game.
Its simple and does the job (Eg - Ship parts burn when destroyed.)

. Car spins out of control at every turn. I know the road is ice but that is still too much drift! No tutorial and when you
are destroyed in race, you appear in strangest places and have no clue where you are. Can't recommend even if free..
Very cute little budget version of Projecct Highrise. Interestingly, this is NOT a mobile port, it was made for the PC.
Unfortunately they added things that make it too "Appish" and hopefully, and per some of the Devs comments, will be
removed or tweaked. These being the "Click" stuff. It's GOT to go for this to be a real success, which I think it should
be. Having to click your stores individually to recieve all the money, or NOT click and only get half your earnings is not
acceptable, as most buyers have already stated. It does require a little "hide and watch" the gameplay to get the hang of
things but if you've got an IQ over 25 it won't take you long. Graphically, it is very cute and acceptable, already has a
lot of stores and so forth, I like the "combination" feature where you can get extra bonuses for certain store combos
(Once I figure out how to use it..lol). For this price, even with no discount at all, it's a very playable and addictive little
game for a break from some big FPS or TBS\/RTS game.

Cons would be, and so far only, the click stuff has to be refined, which they say they are going to do. Likewise a few
translations are certainly "English is not your first language" obvious, nit-picky but must be corrected just for
apperances\/quality sake. We all see this often in little indie games and no big deal, but it does matter for
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apperances\/quality.

Overall it's a very worthwhile purchase if you are into the "Sim tower" type genre, and it really does feel to me like a
budget version of Project Hiighrise and has a great deal of potential if they keep tweaking it and listening to their
playerbase. So don't hestiate to pick it up if you are into this kind of genre, as I've had a pretty fun time and do not
regret the small purchase price at all. Here's to hoping they continue to flesh it out.
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